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ABSTRACT

The role of the Chem-Simons action in the description of the quantum Hall effects is
stressed. The 2 D-clectromagnetic picture of Widom and Srivastava is shown to be valid in a
superlattice of 2 D-electron gases. A Meissner-like effect appears in such systems. In them, the
difference between the external and the integer filling factor fields is exponentially screened by
the surface (edge) currents. Also, effective Maxwell equations for one sheet or a superlattice are
obtained.
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Since i t s discovery in 1980, tin? QHE has bc?eit a subject of

great attention in the I iterature{.l ,2̂ . In the context oi an

intense theoretical activity, one of the basic themes has been

the connection between QHE and gauge invariance properties [3,'y

On the other hand, sow authors have remarked the similarities

between the QHE characteristics with the ones predicted by the

Chern-Siatns (CS) effective action. This quantity arises as a

central element in the quantization procedure of the anomalous

two-dimensional QED [5,ftJ- Also, the special function of the

electron spin in producing the Hall currents which follow from

the CS term in 2D-OED has been noticed^7]. Hatievcr, -spin is not

expected to be essential for the explanation of the UHE in planar

electron systems. Therefore, in connection with the relevance of

the CS action for the theoretical description of the ttUt, ttw>

situation is not clear.

In thi» letter we intend to clarify the way in which the CS

type of description for the QHE fallows from the gauge invariance

and two-dimensionality of a mni relativistie spinless electron

gas. Also, the Midon and Srivastava picture of the CHE is

justified to apply in the framework of superlattices of 21)-

electron plasmas [eQ. These results have interesting physical

implications such as the existence of a variant of the Keissripr

effect expelling the difference between the external jnil integer

filling factor magnetic fluxes from the superlattice. After tins

paper Mas finished we were informed that this effect was

also predicted in ref.[«i].
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The calculation of the "th«t'iMKjyn**ical Potential (efti>cUve

action) in the tine loop approximation tor a 2-diffl?n«siortaJ

electron gas, placed in a constant homgeneous field is taken as

the starting point. The fermions are described by the spinless

Schrodingcr equation and interact with a quantized

electromagnetic -field. The effective action has e-xtrma at all

the -field values where the density of dpctrons completely t i l l s

* few Landau levels. After this, th<? Inc.? I part of tt>e

polarization operator describing the electro«ai)netic linear

response is calculated. The background magnetic fields were

evaluated at the integer f i l l ing Factor values.

The statistical f ield theory of the 2D-electron gas

interacting with a normal 3D-electromagnetic field is expressed

by the -following generating functional

S ̂

where the Ĉ t , * ^ and /V^are the electron and electromagnetic

fields respectively and U. * ">"*"> and e are the chemical potential

and the electron mass and charge. The following cortvetitions !««•

been usedi

( 3 )

(5)
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The electrons presupposed to lay in the ( y ^ y t ) plane. the

external sources je|j account for both the compensating ionic density

of charges > Cjellturn) and the spatial currents producing the

external magnetic f ie ld . The zero, temperature li«iit wil l be

considered here, so thatf>+cn Mill be assumed in the calculations.

In artier to search for possible extrema of the effective

action P (Thermorfynamic Potential) as a function of the external

magnetic f ie ld and the chemical potential JJ. , the one loop

approximation Mas calculated according to the formula
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where the vector potential generating the magnetic•field was

taken in the gauge

A = (D,BX,O) , ( 7 )

and

the homogeneous field.

-i

represents the current of an infinite solenoid creating

The inverse propagator V7 is given by

and the trace operation in (A) is defined in the space of square

integrafale functions of the points of the plane which arc?

antiperiodic in the X4 Matsubara var-iable[_l ij.

from the explicit calculation of V the following result

arises



L53 -VV
2. J >

where the ŝ iabol [u] stands for the integer part of W. .

Here we restrict the discussion to the situations in which

the O field eitreaa coincide with those ones generate by

the external current of the solenoid. This means that the

field produced by the electron gas internal currents vanishes.

These kind of extrema u y be found by only considering I hi-?

fer«ion contribution Pf. in (9).' 7hen, after imposing the

equilibrium conditions

the foil owing extremal values of £> and U_ art* obtained

U 2 )

in which £+• is a positive or null integer. It should b<? pointed

out that equation CIO) is satisfied only when the \b field

approaches the G>^+ value from below. This is connected with

the fact that at B.+ there is a discontinuity because of the

integral part function [ic^ in (•?). In other words, the

equilibrium conditions are satisfied when there is a number of

completely filled Landau levels.

Once detected the special role of the magnetic field values

corresponding to integer filling factors, we proceeded to

investigate the electromagnetic linear response in the

neighborhood of those special fields value*. It was shown, by
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calculating the effective Maxwell equations which the small

perturbations ^ u . °* the external nagnetic f ield satisfy, that

they take the for(n[l2]

- o

where the polarization operator I \uu is calculated here in the

one loop approximation

i ^ r i -, <14J

The trace operation in (14) is defined as above andU is the

inverse of the vU differential operator CSthriidinger equatimi)

defined in CSI. The tensor I L i a calculated by taking the

Fourier transform in the space coordinates ¥.4 and Xj_ . After

this, the transversality properties (which reflects the gauge

in variance of the underlying theory) \t'^f

allow one to write the following general tensor structure for

Fourier components of

T



In lib) the KJ, and Tij are the spatial codpwwnts of the

projected momenta K and the unit vector <"* orthogonal to the

plane which are defined by *t • ( < ! i d O , ^ * " 1 n * = ( O J 0 ' * - / 0 ) -

The sealars T \ i , TT^ and TTa are functions of k. being

invariant under rotations around the axis of O . The

Matsubara aonenU ^4 - ^•TT"*> with m integer. Although i t dopr,

not seem quite d i f f icul t to explicitely calculate the fu l l onp

loop approximation (1*1 , we decided to restricted ourselves to

evaluate XTuu in the local approximation. In it" tl6> describes

a medium having constant conductivity and dielectric tt>nr.or.

This approximation requires to retain only some terms in the

Taylor series expansion of TTiw in power of Vt . Concretely,Ui

must be calculated up to the f i rs t order andTT, anriU^up to tlip

second one. These terms can be more easily found by f i rs t l y

calculating the Tli^ tensor components. After evaluating the

above mentioned corrections and returning to the space tine

representation the effective Maxwell equations (13) can be

written in the following form

+ i Scx3)C£±Oe^

«17>

= o ,
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l * n e r e i n order ta give a covariant appearpjnee to the equation

the -t-velocity "Ky^ = C O j Oj o , i. ") of the gas has been

introduced. The 'on the plane" projector tensor f̂ Ltu is given by

-1 O 0 o
0 1 O O
0 0 O O

' O o O O'

ftt this point it is interesting to notice that the introduction

of the electron gas 4-velocity in the statistical f ie ld theory

[ l 2 , 13] allots to explicitely write the tensor structure of the

electromagnetic dielectric response. This structure remains

being valid in any Lorentz frame as was shown in [13].

Relation (17) is the basic result given in this Iwttpr. Itie

second term In i t is the Chern-Siaons contribution to

Its coefficient exactly predicts the quantized values

for the Hall conductivity of the ^ Q j + 4 ) f i l l e d Landau levels.

The CS term i s closely related to the TTa functirm in Mb).

The ohmic conductivity terms in (17» vanish after taking the zero

tnperature l imit B-* 00 in the calculations. This result is a

direct consequence of the fact that for small photon frequency

and momenta there i s no allowed transitions in the s u t e

corresponding to a few f i l l e d Landau levels.

The CS term directly leads to the following polarization

densities of charges and currents

(18)

(17)
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Equation (1B> in particular, expresses the pxisftncp ot a

local Hall conductivity in the 2D-electron - gas. From (18>

it follows that the Hall resistance of a surface of arbitrary form

i s given by

Thus, the.locality of the Hall conductivity directly gives

the shape independence and quantization of the total resistance

of the sample. This i s the main parameter, which has been

wasured very accurately. Relations 118J, (191 were i niitfitmrfmt J y

derived in ref-lVJ.

The third term In the l .h . s . of <17) (without considering

the dCltj,) ) exactly Batches the covariarit polarization operator

which say describe the 2O—HaxNell equations in a oeditm with an

isotropic dielectric constant. ' The value of the dielectric

constant i s proportional to the reciprocal of the magnetic f ie ld .

In the static case, in which ZJL̂ LA&JU. ̂  u = O , the

dielectric term only contributes to the expression of the charge

density. Then, i t foi l cms that in this limit the current i s

determined only by the CS tera. " i . e . the conductivity tensor i s

completely fixed by the CS tern. It i s interesting to remark

that the CS term in (17> could be obtained in an alternative Hay

by making two assumptions: accepting the existence of a local

Hall conductivity given by (IB) and imposing the transversality

condition {gauge - invariaVice) to the associated polarization

tensor.
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We will now show the way in which the 2D-electranagnetic

picture of , Hidon and Srivastava -for DHE may take place in the

experimental sense[s, lfl|. It will be seen that this approach

could Hork in super latt ices formed of closely packed 2D-t?lectron

pi asatas.

The naxMel 1 equations for' those systems nay be readily

obtained <17). For i t i s only necessary to substitute ^j-»Xj+no

in the iCxj^ function of (17) and afterward to sun for all

the integers "f~l «fc. i s the distance hctwpspn the pljiwsl. The

resulting equation i s an exact one. However, here the discussion

will be restricted to slowly varying along the Xj a*is field

solutions. Therefore, after taking the nean value over a small

but macroscopic interval Al—»O_ of the X j variable,

the follotting superlattice Maxwell equations are obtained

L

Let us consider these relations for the restricted classes of

solutions not depending of X3 . Then they bpcons equivalent

to .the 2D-Ma\xwel 1 equations previously proposed by Hidon and

Srivastava for explaining QHÊ a, lflj. However in (21) there are

also present dielectric effects. The value of the dielectric
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constant, as noticed above, decreases with the increase of the

Magnetic Meld value at the integer filling factors.

Equation 121) nay be easily salved Hhen the medium is

infinite by taking the Fourier transform. The low frequency

magnetoplasaa spectra arising from these equations Hill be

discussed elsewhere. Here m Mill only analizc? the implirations

of the tine-independent particular solutions of the following

kind

(22)

a.
, x*.

These field components Cdrrespnnd to static electric and

Magnetic intensities which are Mutually orthogonal and decrease

(or increase) in an exponential way with the X^ coordinate. How,

let us consider a slab of the super lattice with boundaries at.

^—O _,X.j = L - Then we can use the fields (22) to construct a

solution for the slab in the presence of the already existing

field plus an additional one &. G> . It is not difficult fro

find that the solution outside of the slab exactly

-11-

coincides *ijLth the external field increment G> Inside,

the fields have an exponential decay with penetration depth fixed

by i^ . 'Therefore, it follows that in superlattices formed by

2D-electrort gases a fieissner—like -effect may appear. In it the

difference between the total Magnetic field and those fixing

integer filling factors is expelled off from the material. In

such class of structures the experimental data for the Hall

conductivity should approach to a perfect ladder in the zero

temperature limit more rapidly than in the planar electron gas.

The flux expulsion is implemented by the edge i currents (here

surface ones) located in a neighborhood of the surface. The

conductivity value iLCt-M)^ which is predicted by 121) is a

qualitatively good result. The experimental values recently

measured in superlattices deviate from that formula by factors

which are attributed to tunneling effects between the quantum

Nell^jts], Here the 2D--plasmas are strictly confined. The above

conclusion was also stressed in ref.L.9}.

Let us return to the single sheet equations (17). They, in

the time independent case, exactly reproduce the expressions used

in [l6- is]in order to investigate the QHE field configurations in

strip like structures. Being more general, equations (17), allow

the investigation of a wider range of effects. For example, it

looks interesting to study in strips the fields which are

produced by adding a magnetic field to the (3-4 values. In this

case the edge currents will not be able to screen out completely

the applied field increment.
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Now, let us review the main approximations performed in

arriving to the above results. The first Has the one luou

approximation for the 'VAIJ tensor. In the context of the nan

relativistic QED jiOJthis approximation is equivalent to a mean

field one which contains magnetic as well as electric mean

fields. Also we have only calculated the local part of

up to be quadratic terms in the series expansion in powers of the

momenta. The small parameter in such an expansion are the

products poKu! , where Po is the radius of the magnetic orbit.

Then, for field configurations slowly varying over such

distances, the set of equations (17) must accurately hold. Since

the CB term is linear in powers of PoVc\. , then the relative

error in disregarding the third order terms in the expansion (in

the static case) should be <\t 'fo/o} . where i is a lengh

characterizing the spatial variation of the field solutions.

Hhen 0 is ro . 1 am the error is of the order of 1O

(whenever the coefficients da not vary too strongly). Then, the

higher terms in the momenta expansion, are not expected to be

significant in determining the experimental precision of the

quantization.

In this letter we have presented the application ctt the non

relativistic QED^lOjin showing that QHE may be described by a
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Chern-Sinrans topological action. The magnetic f ie ld allowing a

complete filling of a few Laridau levels are singled out as

extrema of the Thernodynjvicdl Potential. Effective Maxwell

equations are derived for single sheet and superlattice electron

plasmas. * In particular situations they reproduce the basic

relations, used in refs. [l6, IB] for investigating QHE field

configurations. In the framework, of super1attices the equations

Justify with Hi nor modifications the 2D—electromagnetic: model of

refs. [&* 14J. A sort of Meissner effect is predicted to occur in

large enough superlattices. In them any flux in addition to the

magnetic flux giving complete filling is pushed out from the

sample. This result reinforces the similar conclusion iri ref.^J.

A more detailed exposition of these results Mill be

published elsewhere- Also, in future work we intend to continue

the investigation of the equations obtained. With them, sole

interesting problems can be studied, as may be the low frequency

magnetoplasma oscillations and the field distribution in edge

current configurations (absence of net Hall current). lhe

present calculations may also be extended to finite temperatures.

It may be helpful in discussing a great deal of experimental data

which today can only be measured at not very low temperatures

[l9, zoj.

Finally, we express our gratitude to Drs. Hugo Ptrcz Rojas,

Antonio Martinez and Anatoli Shabad for communicating us thnir

results about Hall effect in a relativistic QED plasm*[21}
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